
Extension Kit for Citadel Pressure Mount Pet Gate  

Instruction/Installation Guide

Thank You for choosing the Dynamic Accents Ltd.  36” Tall Pressure Mount Pet Gate extension kit for your pet 

containment needs. Please keep this guide for future reference on installation of this product.  

This product is proudly Made in the U.S.A. of solid White Oak and coated with a non-toxic. water based finish.

Your Package Includes the following:

This extension kit adds additional span to your Citadel Pressure Mount Pet gate.  The  

6” Extension kit allows your gate to span openings up to 50” wide and the 12” 

Extension Kit allows openings up to 62” wide.  This gate is NOT recommended for use 

in openings larger than 62” wide.

6” Gate Extension Kit 12” Gate Extension Kit
The 6” Gate Extension 

kits and 12” Gate 

Extension kits are 

recommended only for 

use with the Dynamic 

Accents Ltd Citadel 

Pressure Mount Pet 

Gate.  Any other use of 

these gate extension 

kits could result in 

accident or injury to 

yourself or your pet.

Measure the width of the opening where the gate is to be placed to determine the width of span needed .  Your 

Citadel gate comes equipped with (2) 2” extensions and is capable of spanning openings up to 38” total.  Choose 

the appropriate extension(s) needed to add to your gate to come within 2” or less of the total span needed.  The 

adjustable wall bumpers will be used for final adjustment of up to 2” or less.

Example: The opening to be covered by the gate is 47” wide, you will need the following components:

A:  Citadel Pet Gate     =  32” 

B:  (1) 2” Extension     =  34”   
(32 + 2)

C: (2) 6” Extensions    =  46”  

(34 + 12)
The remaining adjustment will be 

covered by adjusting the wall bumpers.  

** Remember, Gate frame is intentionally 

wider at the top because of the tension 

design of the product.  Bringing the 

frame into alignment with the gate door 

during installation creates the tension 

effect to hold the gate in place.

ABC C



•NEVER use this product at the top of a staircase

•Install this product on a level, even surface with smooth walls.

•Keep gate door securely closed when not in use.

•Do not lean or sit on this product.

•Keep this product away from fire or extremely high temperatures.

•Do not use this product for anything other than its intended purpose.

•Use only mild detergent and water to clean this product.

For consumer comments or concerns 
please contact:

Dynamic Accents customer service at:
866-354-7334 

Or
customerservice@dynamicaccents.com

See more of our exciting 
products at:

www.dynamicaccents.com

How to install the gate extension(s):

1. Affix any necessary extensions to the main gate frame utilizing the connector bolts and 

included hex key.

2. Determine the desired direction for the door opening and set the gate against the wall/door 

frame at a square, right angle, ensuring that the gate frame bottom is firmly on the floor. 

(The top of the frame may likely be wider than the opening, so use minimal force to pull 

the wide, outer frame top into square alignment.

3. Adjust  top, door opening bumper to bring door frame into alignment so that gap between 

door and frame is consistent from bottom to top.

4. Adjust  the remaining wall bumpers outward equally to create enough force to securely 

hold the gate in place, again ensuring that the gate frame bottom is firmly on the floor.

5. Open and close gate several times to ensure a snug, secure fit.  Make minor bumper 

adjustments equally to each side as needed.

CAUTIONS:

***It is NOT recommended that this gate be used to 
span openings larger than 62” total.


